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Introduction
Infraworks are experts in the safe delivery of asset
management, project management and industrial services.
With more than two decades of experience in delivering comprehensive
and high-value services for our clients, our work spans from large-scale civil
engineering projects, outsourced maintenance services, through to remote
works, with the ability to mobilise resources to any location across Australia.

Done safely, done right.
Our decades of experience and expertise have seen us become one of
Australia’s most trusted names across our target industries. Infraworks clients
benefit from our large-scale capabilities and ability to provide bespoke services
for even the most complex of projects. We specialise in a range of asset
management, service investigation and project services for the infrastructure,
manufacturing and transport industries.

We deliver unrivalled value for our clients.
We combine a wealth of expertise and more than two decades of experience
delivering unrivalled value for our clients in the infrastructure, maintenance,
manufacturing and transport sectors.
We are Australia-based. We work closely with our clients to create safe and
equal work environments. By following our “Done safely, done right” approach,
we complete our projects to the strictest safety standards through the quality
workmanship and expertise of our team.
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About
Management Team

Infraworks’ clients turn to us for our stability, experience and expertise. We constantly strive for
success, satisfaction and solutions and see these pursuits as team goals.

Our People

Excellence Guarantee

Our Values

The Infraworks leadership
team boasts more than 100
years of combined experience
in managing and developing all
types of workforces, from heavy
construction environments to
technical specialists.

At Infraworks, people are at the
forefront of what matters to
us as a business. Our workforce,
our suppliers and our customers
are equally important, and we
take pride in considering them
collectively as one big team.

Our core values govern our
decisions, guide our actions
and shape our entire company
culture. In every facet of our
organisation, our priorities ensure
our connection with each of our
clients and communities.

At Infraworks, relationship
management and customer
satisfaction are core
responsibilities. Through our
comprehensive understanding of
the industry, whatever question
or challenge you may have, we’re
here to listen and respond with
tangible, practical solutions.

As large-scale infrastructure
experts, we have some of the
best minds in the industry on
our team. As a company, we are
hardworking and driven by the
desire to conquer challenges. We
continually invest in our people to
ensure they are well trained and
committed to doing things the
Infraworks way.

Infraworks is one of Australia’s
most trusted names in
infrastructure and
maintenance services.
We are a comprehensive trade and
technical services organisation
that consistently seeks to offer
customers the best, tailored
solutions to any problem they
may have, and to consistently
achieve the highest level of
customer satisfaction.
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The Infraworks guarantee is
simple: We guarantee to deliver
our customers better value for
money than their incumbent
service provider.

•

Zero Harm – We put the
safety of our people, plant,
infrastructure and environment
first.

•

Integrity – We do what is right,
we remain honest and we stay
true to our word.

•

Customer Intimacy – We work
collaboratively with our clients
to exceed expectations.

•

A Fair Go – We always treat
everyone fairly and equally.
It’s the Australian way!
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Our services
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Asset management
Electrical / mechanical maintenance

Implementation of CMMS

Infraworks deliver comprehensive site-based electrical and mechanical
maintenance services to heavy and light industries. We offer a range of
customised maintenance options, including:

With our many years’ experience of CMMS software, Infraworks can take
you through the entire process of specification, selection and successful
implementation.

Full maintenance management

A properly implemented CMMS will capture valuable information on
how your assets have performed, how they have been maintained and
how and at what intervals they should be operated to ensure your
organisation can continuously improve.

This option includes maintenance management, maintenance planning,
and direct trade supervision of trades resources. With this full-service
model, Infraworks ensures alignment against the client’s key
performance measures.

Supervised trades crews
With this model, the client provides maintenance management and provides
the planning framework. Infraworks implements these plans through team
leaders and provides blue-collar leadership and safety support.

Mechanical and electrical trade resources
With this option, Infraworks delivers competent tradespeople and provides
payroll services. The client manages all maintenance outcomes.
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Asset performance
We help our clients understand how their assets are performing, help them
choose and implement a Computer Maintenance Management System
(CMMS), and develop planned preventative maintenance programs derived
from Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) documentation.
We use our asset data analytics platform and engineering expertise to
efficiently interrogate the asset data in your information systems. Our
asset data analytics will provide you with insight into your:
•

Work management practice

•

Asset reliability and cost performance

•

Preventive maintenance optimisation
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Project services
Our team will manage your project to the agreed scope,
on time, on budget and without any safety or
environmental issues.
Infraworks operates in collaboration with its customers to incorporate
constructability and maintainability reviews in all of our designs.

Infraworks provides an extensive range of
project services including:
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•

Hi-Rail design, fabrication and installation

•

Electrical and mechanical projects

•

PLC automation and instrumentation

•

Installation of combined services routes

•

Design and construction of footings and foundations

•

Mechanical design, load rate, fabrication and erection of steel structures.

•

Refurbishment of electro mechanical equipment

•

Relocation of machinery

•

Complete installation of production lines

•

Alignment of rotating equipment

•

Civil excavation
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Service investigation
Service location

Detailed site survey updating

Infraworks are uniquely positioned to deliver tailored subsurface
utility and mapping solutions for our clients. By combining our utility
locating, road and rail teams, along with our first-class locating
equipment and fleet of vac excavation trucks, we guarantee to support
all of your locating requirements through the following services:

Through the expertise of our people and access to the latest technology,
we perform accurate and detailed site surveys assessing the precise
location, access points, and potential obstacles of your site. This way
we can work towards making your project as cost and time effective as
possible, while ensuring the safety of your site remains a top priority.

•

Dial Before You Dig (DBYD) Utility Locating

Waste disposal

•

Subsurface Utility Investigation

•

ED, GPR & CCTV

•

Non Destructive Digging

At Infraworks, we take waste disposal very seriously. We pay close
attention to waste classification from the outset of any project in order
to determine the most appropriate disposal options.As part of our endto-end service, Infraworks can provide a range of solutions including:

•

Utility Survey

•

DSS Updating & 3D Modelling

Non-destructive digging
At Infraworks, we continuously seek to monitor, manage and reduce
our impact on the environment. Through the latest hydro-vac
technology, we ensure high speed vacuum excavations with efficient
waste management outcomes.To meet the unique demands of each
project, our non-destructive digging services can be provided as a
single hired unit, or as one element of a supervised crew.

•

Onsite lidded waste bins

•

Offsite waste disposal at EPA approved and registered facilities

•

Transparency through the provision of tipping dockets

Reinstatement
We assess and take all the precautions necessary to ensure all open
penetrations are made safe with the appropriate covers, road plates,
barriers and safety fencing.
Our projects often vary in size and length. This can range from large
capital projects such as regional water supply schemes, underground
high voltage cable routes, sewerage schemes, down to existing services
in rural areas that may be as short as only a few metres or less.
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Industries

Controlled
environments

Ports

Australia’s most trusted
name in infrastructure,
manufacturing and transport.
We have been delivering quality
workmanship and high-value services
for decades. Our clients benefit from our
large-scale capabilities and ability to
provide bespoke services for even the
most complex of projects.
We specialise in a range of asset
management, service investigation
and project services for the
infrastructure, manufacturing
and transport industries.

Fast Moving
Consumer
Goods

Manufacturing

Discrete Batch
Continuous
process

Rail & Road

Government

Transport

Fleet
maintenance
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Infrastructure

Warehousing
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Clients we’ve worked with
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Case-studies
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Sydney Gateway Rail Duplication
& Services Investigation
Client: RMS | Timing: 2018 | Value: $1.2M | Services: 150

Background & scope
As part of the road upgrades and rail duplication project in the Sydney Gateway
Project area, Infraworks were consulted by the NSW Government to play a key
role in the production of a 3D (SUI quality level ‘A’) utility locations survey.
This involved locating and surveying the underground services at 150 localities,
performed through NDD Potholing and positive location of services.

Our approach
Infraworks took on the role of ‘principal contractor’, with the Infraworks project
management team responsible for the development and implementation of
all safe systems of work and coordination of project activities.
To best prepare for the challenging conditions of each location, Infraworks
performed an evaluation and subsequently grouped each location into
respective categories based on safety requirements and type of utility.
With the evaluation complete, the planning and coordination phase began.
This phase took into special consideration the availability of the service owner’s
representatives, Rail Track possessions and ROL’s (Road Occupancy Licences).
Clear communication and coordination of activities with the service owners was
crucial to the success of the project. Infraworks worked closely with key parties
to ensure each service owner was notified in advance of the works planned near
their assets and all required approvals were sought in order to stay on schedule.
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Sydney Gateway Rail Duplication
& Services Investigation
Snapshot of works undertaken
Project management, HSE, and rail safety

Survey outputs

•

Provision and implementation of all Safety,
Quality and Environmental (SQE) plans.

•

Assigning qualified surveyors.

•

Updating the 3D Utility model.

•

Provision of baseline schedule and forecasting
information.

•

Update the Port Botany Rail Link Duplication
Services Impact Schedule.

•

Provision and presentation of Project Reporting
on SQE, Progress Tracking Forecasting, change
control, risk management.

•

Plans supplied in dwg and pdf format and
updated DSS.

•

Participation in quality system audits.

•

Participation in on-site inspections.

Potholing and surveying
•

Provision of qualified surveyors.

•

Location of all utilities using NDT techniques and
3D surveying.

•

Provision of authorised traffic controllers.

•

Survey utility location and depth.

•

Leaving a clean worksite and removing from all
waste products from site.
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Site mobilisation
•

Provision and management of all equipment
and personnel resources.

•

Providing all vehicles and mobile equipment
including sucker trucks, dumpers, tilt trays,
water carts, support vehicles etc.

•

Provision of temporary track access ramps.
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Pioneers Park Scoreboard
Client: Randwick City Council | Timing: 2020 | Value: $140,000

Background & scope
Randwick City Council engaged the team at Infraworks to design, manufacture
and install a new digital screen scoreboard in for the South Eastern Sydney
Football Club’s home ground at Pioneers Park.
This involved the creation and installation of a 3840 x 1920mm LED screen
scoreboard to be located at south eastern corner of main football field. Built
for durability, the LED screen is supported by a galvanised steel structure and
covered by a protective security screen when not in use.

Our approach
Infraworks project managers, designers and engineers worked as a team
to ensure ease of installation and constructability. In order to minimise
disruptions to daily operations, the decision was made to prefabricate all
structural steel, foundation formwork, reinforcing steel and system electrics.
This allowed us to transition the project from site construction, to a straightforward site installation and assembly.

Outcomes
The project involved multidiscipline work and was executed with minimal
disruption to the daily operations. Infraworks executed this project on time, on
budget, and was recognised by the client for its dedication to safety processes
and performance.
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Pioneers Park Scoreboard
Snapshot of works undertaken
•

Design – architectural structural and electrical.

•

Pre-fabrication of all structural steel, security
screen, formworks and reinforcing steel.

•

Site excavations (NDD and mechanical).

•

Underground services investigation and location.

•

Installation of underground services including
electrical and data.

•

Installation of scoreboard framing, screen
modules and security screen.

•

Installation of system control module.

•

System training.

•

Commissioning.
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26 Bosci Road, Ingleburn NSW 2565
PO Box 454, Ingleburn NSW 1890
02 9733 3600
info@infraworks.net.au

